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about
Description from the App Store: MyOneBuffalo is the one-stop-shop for the 
Buffalo sports fan. Find the latest news and video content for the Bills and 
Sabres, exciting game day features, robust member benefit program, up-to-
date event calendars, and plenty more. Team content keeps you in the loop, 
including news and video content, rosters, stats, scoring updates. Personalize 
your experience with messaging subscriptions to keep you in the know on the 
topics that you care about. Membership program with benefits, sweepstakes, 
ticket pre-sales, prizes, behind the scenes , and store discounts. Manage Bills, 
Sabres, Bandits, and concert tickets, up to the minute wait times, fast lane 
concessions, interactive maps and traffic apps.
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user reviews
147 reviews: 2 stars
Review Summary:

• Unusable on the ipad
• Profile photo doesn’t take
• Turn on notifications for one turns on all
• Got rid of sabres specific app not i don’t get game notifications
• Old Sabres app kept up to date on trades, scores, general news
• Sabres app allowed for sync of game calendar to regular calendar
• Has less information and no Sabres specific perks (like beyond blue and 

gold and the calendar)
• Home screen is terrible, hire a good UX designer to make it more sleek; I 

like the hamburger menu
• Not well executed, the idea of having everything together seems fantastic. 

It’s not. If you’re going to put all the efforts into one app, then at least 
make it better than this mediocrity 

• Most user-unfriendly app I’ve ever attempted to use
• Garbage navigation, ald half the time it doesn’t even go to what i’m trying 

to find
• I don’t want updates on all buffalo teams. I only want Sabres, I’ve ditched 

this app for the NHL app. I get more info from the nhl app than the team’s 
own app. Embarrassing!

• The app doesn’t tell me when games are starting, scoring updates, or team 
info and ticket info

• Cant see the whole page to it’s impossible to know what to click on
• Second page shows up covering the home page and you can’t see or do 

anything
• Its difficult to find anything such as the schedule
• Can’t find sabres game recaps i used the old app for
• Great update. Pages load on top of each other...totally useless
• Where is the Sabres box score? Bring back the old Sabres app and DON’T 

change Bills app. Very disappointed. 
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current look
The app currently uses what I believe to be the font Libre Franklin, along with 
the colors that each of the teams use in their own brandings...none of which I 
disagree with. To me there is just so much information that they are tryign to 
put out there that makes it a bit confusing and cluttered. Some information 
is irrelevant and some takes two levels of navigation when it should be more 
readily available on the screen. 
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competition
There isn’t any direct competition as there isn’t anything else trying 
to put together anything for the city, but because this is kind of a 
combination of other apps I had to look into the apps they are recreating. 
There is no longer a Buffalo Sabres app, so there is a need for a new 
one, and there was never a Buffalo Bandits app.  I looked at the current 
Buffalo Bills app for how they keep their fans up to date on football and 
used the NHL app too look at hockey data. My One Buffalo also has a 
ticketing portion so I looked at Ticketmaster’s app.

buffalo bills
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ticketmaster

national hockey league
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user interviews 
I conducted three quick interviews just to see their initial response to using the 
app for the first time, combining all three into a empathy map and universal user 
persona. 

In summary, a confused user. There is so many things that they are trying to 
put into the app, some that I feel is kind of unnecessary, but no shade, because 
I can definitely see how certain aspects can be useful to a handful of people; I 
just don’t think that they need to be included for the majority as of right now. A 
cluttered app caused users to become bored and annoyed with what they were 
trying to find, deeming the app almost useless because they didn’t want to put in 
the time when using separate apps was faster.
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internal architecture
The app currently has a ton of information that they are trying to fit into one 
app. I tried to get rid of the less important stuff but there is still a lot, so I 
want the navigation to be more clear. I want the different sections to be more 
accessable upon opening the app. 
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inspiration
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wireframing
There was a couple different styles I wanted to try out so I just ended up  with 
just a slightly incohesive wireframe to see how things would look laid out. 
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comps
I didn’t want to use any different colors from what the app is currently 
using because those colors belong to the team and everyone associates 
they same colors with them. I kept one using the same Libre Franklin font, 
while using Proxmia Nove and Futura for the other two. I also tried out 
using black because it was a universal color in each of the sports, and I 
wanted to see if I could make each of the sections use black inteaad of 
having all of the different colors. 
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final
After review of my three comps, it was pretty obvious the black was too harsh. So I 
decided to put the other two together into one for the final. I’m still not completely 
happy with the design but there were so many pages I didn’t even think about.  I 
got rid of the ticketing section for now, because it is too much for now when other 
apps like Ticketmaster work fien for moblie right now. I took out area information 
for now as it doesn’t seem as important to people as getting sports updates, but 
can be a good development for a later version.I think it may have been a bit too 
ambitious for my first time working in UX/UI design and the amount of time I had to 
work on it, but am proud of what I learned and can wait to keep working.
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future work
-Notifications: personalized to receive the type of information that you want
-Fix side scrolling ability 
-Add missings pages ( ‘VIEW ALL’ for the news/photos/videos, stats by player, full standings 
-Reintruduce buying/storing tickets
-Reintroduce concert/event ticketing and information
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spncr spring 2020


